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Abstract 
Sometimes in private joint-stock enterprises, the directorate and the main stockholders try to change some of the director’s 
decisions with exertion. Sometimes the directorate’s ideas and aims are different than those of the director. So in such companies 
planning is a little different. Private joint-stock companies mostly focus in providing services and total support of the customer in 
order to gain more benefit and a bigger share of the market with satisfying the costumers’ desires. Therefore aim of this paper 
would be planning of company’s strategy based on environmental analysis and with taking care of the goals of the company. 
Nowadays having a strategic plann is necessary for a company existence. One of popular techniques for these such planning is 
David’s model. David’s model is used by many governmental, semi-governmental and private companies and also is used in 
training, servicing, constructing and transporting. In this paper we formulate a strategic plan for a private joint-stock computer 
enterprise named DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA. 
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1. Introduction 
DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA enterprise is one of the biggest Iranian engineering companies which work on 
producing MIS soft wares and the administrative and financial automation. The mentioned company is a private 
joint-stock enterprise . DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA is dealing with some problems like unbalance cash-flow of 
most public sector customers and the growth of technology while company wishes to develop new soft wares and 
take a bigger portion of the market share, so in this regard the stockholders shall prepare the required resources by 
investing on time in order to empower the company in the competitive market . 
Strategy means an united and general model that links the strengths and weaknesses of the company by concerning 
the environmental opportunities and threats and make the company’s goals possible and one can define it as the 
resource allocation. 
 
A market survey in software business revealed that DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA enterprise in spite of its durable 
stage in software industry has a small share in the market mainly because of weak marketing system and lack of long 
term view point to fully use the market chances. We chose David model, this model has focused a lot on the native 
and especially the foreign factors which Iranian companies are to cope with in this country, concerning economic and 
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politic status of Iranian society, it’s the most practical model to work with. In this case David model is taken for 
choosing the strategy.  
2. Literature Review  
Nowadays strategic management is widely used in a wide range I different companies and firms. This can help us 
to realize the strengths and weaknesses and the chances and foreign threats of the companies, so we can manage to 
reach our goals in the company. 
Strategic analyzing can be such a tool to help the managers managing their companies better in the competitive 
circumstance (Mousa Rezvani et al, 2011). Seyed Masoud Manouri et al, applied strategic modeling in the Tourism 
business (2012). Hamid Tohidi et al, used this model for educational companies with making use of cards to mark the 
cases (2010). Azita Sharifi has studied the required strategic instructions of humanity building of Azad University by 
David’s model (2012). Yazdani et al, has developed the optimization strategy with David model in those companies 
which control the quality of constructing process (2012). N. Gökhan Torlak et al, (2007) presented a strategic frame 
for the Turkish airlines. Naser Bagheri Moghadam et al, (2010) Studied Iranian wind turbine industry to formulize 
the industry strategies for renewable energies in developing countries. (Meredith E. David et al, 2009) used  David 
model to determine strategy for computer retail outlets (Meredith E. David et al, 2009). David model has been used 
widely to get a strategic sketch for dairy products by Siavashan and Khari in Iran (2012). and also executing and 
developing the David model's strategy for one of the biggest petroleum organizations by Saghayi et al, (2012). 
Pevzner proved strategic planning is a function of internationalization of higher education at Kent State University 
(2006).Mohammad Mahdavi Mazdeh et al, proposed model in an Iranian food packaging industry for examining 
validation, they also proposed the model for strategic planning in startups based on the strategic planning models for 
small businesses and entrepreneurship concepts (2011).Houben et al, developed a knowledge-based system that can 
assist managers of small and medium sized companies in performing a SWOT-analysis (1999).Shinno et al, proposed 
the strategic plan of the machine tool industry in Japan, and machine tool manufacturers require effective corporate 
strategy to achieve sustainable competitive advantages (2006).Bernroider et al, reports on the results of an empirical 
survey and seeks to identify differences in SWOT analysis factors between micro, small-to-medium and large 
software enterprises (2002).Irlayici Cakmak and Tas, presents a study that aims to define the perspectives of Turkish 
contractor firms in terms of strategic planning (2012).Fallah Tafti et al, presents four influential stages in strategic 
planning. These four stages has categorized in two contexts: traditional economy and innovation economy 
(2012).Yarmohammadian et al, proposed investigating application of strategic planning models to a great non-
governmental university over Iran, they involved key stakeholders like groups of managers, staff and also graduate 
student's representatives via Focus Discussion Groups to develop important organizational identities as well as 
strategic components; Mission, Values and Vision (2011).Quezada et al, presented a methodology for formulating a 
business strategy in small- and medium-sized manufacturing firms, it identifies the objectives and beliefs of the 
owner (1999). 
David strategic model is used for many industries and organizations but for software industry there's such a lack, so 
in this lecture we are to provide a strategic model for a company which produces software. 
3. Investigation Model and Methodology 
One of the most popular models in formulizing strategy is David’s model. David’s model can be used in many 
different governmental, semi-governmental and non-governmental organizations. 
For identifying an organization, the perspective, mission, goals and strategies is a reasonable start for the strategic 
management, because the contemporary condition of a company may refrain a special strategy from happening or 
even may dictate some special strategies or actions to the company. 
So, strategic planning for Didgah Rayaneh Sama has been offered based on David’s model which includes three 
main levels: 
a. The preliminary study and development of perspective and the mission manifest. Identification and study 
of the inside and outside job environment and providing IFE, EFE and CPM matrixes. 
b. Then the potential strategies of the company will be offered by SWOT analyze and will be determined by 
using other methods like SPACE matrix and BCG matrix, which are The future generation of strategies. 
c. Finally in this level with the QSPM method the best strategy which will bring an acceptable amount of 
benefit for the stockholders, is chosen and the company will determine its politics and goals based on this 
strategy. 
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3.1. David's Model 
The displayed frame in fig.1 is known as the best-known model of the strategic management process. This model is 
called David's model and shows such clear and practical approach to formulize, execute and evaluate the strategy. 
Relations between the main parts of the strategic management is displayed in this model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1: Source: Fred R. David, “How Companies Define Their Mission,” Long Range Planning 22, no. 3 (June 1988) 
3.1.1. Vision: Most of the time the first step in the strategic planning even before designing the mission manifest, is 
considered as designing a perspective. The organizations design a perspective to answer to such question: "what are 
they going to become?" 
We will become the best engineering enterprise of Middle East in producing computer software. 
3.1.2. Mission: Mission statements are enduring statements of purpose that distinguish one business from other 
similar firms. A mission statement identifies the scope of a firm’s operations in product and market terms. 
DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA enterprise has been established based on creativity and knowledge to improve the 
administrative-financial organizations and develop steadily for developing the IT. With employing specialists and 
experts as a team in producing software we have started our career to improve the professional and scientific potential 
and putting extra price on every private or state company in 2008. And today we are considered as an expert in 
producing the paramount MIS and OAS systems and soft wares which have produced in this company are being used 
in many organizations and companies. 
3.1.3. Internal Factors: Every organization has its own weaknesses and strengths in its job activities. Internal 
weaknesses and strengths are the one which can be controlled. Some of internal factors are: management, marketing, 
accounting/financial affairs, production/operation, research and development and intelligent services' management 
and so on (David, 2011). 
3.1.4. External Factors: External chances and threats including economic, social, cultural, of population, 
environmental, politic, legal, governmental, technologic and competitive factors is such events that totally can be 
remarkably of benefit or non-benefit for the organization (David 2011). 
3.1.5. Strategy Formulation: Important strategy-formulation techniques can be integrated into a three-stage decision-
making framework, as shown in Fig.2 (David, 2011).In part 3.2 each of steps will be explained . 
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STAGE 1: THE INPUT STAGE 
External Factor Evaluation (EFE) Matrix Internal Factor Evaluation (IFE) Matrix Competitive Profile Matrix (CPM) 
STAGE 2: THE MATCHING STAGE 
Strengths-Weaknesses- 
Opportunities-Threats (SWOT) 
Matrix 
Strategic Position and 
Action Evaluation 
(SPACE) Matrix 
Boston Consulting 
Group (BCG)Matrix 
Internal-
External (IE) 
Matrix 
Grand Strategy Matrix 
STAGE 3: THE DECISION STAGE 
Quantitative Strategic Planning Matrix (QSPM) 
Fig. 2: Steps of David's Model 
3.2. The Methodology Steps 
According to previous figure, strategy formulation in David's model, has 3 steps which makes use of 9 techniques. 
Here we review the techniques of each step 
3.2.1. IFE Matrix: Evaluating the internal IFE matrix is a brief step in internal audit of strategic management. Briefly, 
this matrix is a tool for evaluating the weaknesses and strengths of job affairs and is an indicator for identifying and 
evaluating the relationship between these factors. 
Table 1: IFE Matrix 
Internal Factors Evaluation: IFE Matrix 
Weighted Score Rating Weight Internal Strengths of DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA 
0.80 4 0.2 1.The high credit of the company because of the good background, experienced experts, high quality of services amongst the costumers 
0.27 3 0.09 2.Obtaining an adequate rate in informatics 
0.24 3 0.08 3.Existence of employees' motivation and the managers according to the project  benefits 
0.10 2 0.05 4.Schematization of management  information systems(MIS) and effective access to managers' required information 
0.08 2 0.04 5.A relative priority of the financial  position of the company in comparison with competitors 
0.08 2 0.04 6.Positive financial indicators (indexes) like the selling index, the operative benefit, the genuine profit and… 
0.10 2 0.05 7.An adequate growth of the process of financial proportions 
0.09 3 0.03 8.Internet utilization 
0.18 3 0.06 9.Young workforce 
0.32 4 0.08 10.Staff training 
Weighted Score Rating Weight Internal Weaknesses of DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA 
0.03 1 0.03 1.Marketing 
0.10 2 0.05 2.ReductionThe growth of  expert workforce 
0.08 2 0.04 3.The debts not settling in time. 
0.06 2 0.03 4.Workforce productivity is low due to the nature of the service and support. 
0.05 1 0.05 
5.There was no system to detect and classify the behaviors and strategies and the strengths and 
weaknesses of competitors. 
0.02 1 0.02 6.Marketing 
0.05 1 0.05 7.To study the market and marketing in the units. There’s not a particular system 
0.01 1 0.01 8.Brand 
2.66 - 1 TOTAL 
As you can see the total number is 2.66 and this means that the managers of DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA are 
rather aware of their weaknesses and strengths. 
3.2.2. EFE Matrix: Evaluating matrix of internal factors, studies opportunities and threats in the external 
circumstance of the company (2011, David). the total number of EFE matrix is 1 out of 4. If the number would be 
more than 2.5 it means that the managers know the external circumstance of their company well. 
Table 2: EFE Matrix 
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External Factors Evaluation: EFE Matrix 
Weighted 
Score Rating Weight External Opportunities of Software Industry 
0.06 3 0.02 1.Government obligation for executing the employees' over time rule. 
0.2 4 0.05 2.Government emphasis on the growth of technology foundations. Wide spreading electronic government. 
0.3 3 0.1 3.Governmental rules execution  
0.1 2 0.05 4.Decrease of operations' budget 
0.4 4 0.1 5.Identifying up-to-date needs of the costumers  
0.4 4 0.1 6.Information security 
0.225 3 0.075 7.Using the technology 
0.1 2 0.05 8.Knowing the competitors 
0.075 1 0.075 9.Employing more young workforce in companies 
Weighted 
Score Rating Weight External Threats of Software Industry 
0.135 3 0.045 1.Increase of inflammation in the country 
0.09 2 0.045 2.Brain drain 
0.46 4 0.115 3.Market's intense competitive atmosphere  
0.05 2 0.025 4.Old managers in most of companies 
0.3 3 0.1 5.Decrease of operations' budget 
0.15 3 0.05 6.Targeted subsidy plan 
3.045 - 1 TOTAL 
As you can see, the EFE number of DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA is 3.045 and that proves that the managers are 
rather aware of their company's external threats. 
3.2.3. CPM Matrix: Competitive Profile Matrix shows the company's weaknesses and strengths against its main 
rivals (2011, David). Because of existing a lot of software companies, comparison is with 2 big companies which are 
the most important rivals of DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA enterprise. You can see the results below: 
Table 3: CPM Matrix 
Competitive Profile Matrix (CPM) 
Weight 
Sample company 2* Sample company 1* DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA Determinant factors in 
being successful rank Total number Rank Total number Rank Total number 
0.1 4 0.4 3 0.3 2 0.2 Financial power 
0.05 3 0.15 2 0.1 2 0.1 Market ratio 
0.2 1 0.2 2 0.4 4 0.8 guarantee 
0.05 3 0.15 2 0.1 2 0.1 management 
0.15 3 0.45 2 0.3 3 0.45 Technical knowledge 
0.15 4 0.6 3 0.45 1 0.15 advertising 
0.1 1 0.1 2 0.2 3 0.3 Competitive price 
0.05 2 0.1 2 0.1 3 0.15 Customer loyalty 
0.05 3 0.15 2 0.1 3 0.15 Production quality 
0.1 4 0.4 2 0.2 2 0.2 Experience  
1 - 2.7 - 2.25 - 2.6 Total sum 
*Because of Juridical issues name of the companies will be a secret. 
According to this table between the Sample company 1 and Sample company 2  the Sample company 1 is more 
powerful than others. So Sample company 1 is the main rival of DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA. 
3.2.4. SWOT Matrix: The Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats (SWOT) Matrix is an important matching 
tool that helps managers develop four types of strategies: SO (strengths-opportunities) Strategies, WO (weaknesses-
opportunities) Strategies, ST (strengths-threats) Strategies, and WT (weaknesses-threats) Strategies. 
Matching key external and internal factors is the most difficult part of developing a SWOT Matrix and requires 
good judgment—and there is no one best set of matches (David, 2011). 
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Table 4: SWOT Matrix 
Weakness-W Strength-S 
SWOT Matrix 
1.Marketing. 
2.Reduction of  expert workforce. 
3.The debts not settling in time. 
4.Workforce productivity is low due to the nature of 
the service and support. 
5.There was no system to detect and classify the 
behaviors and strategies and the strengths and 
weaknesses of competitors 
6.Advertising 
7.There's not a particular system 
To study the market and marketing in the units. 
8.Brand. 
1.The high credit of the company because of the good 
background, experienced experts, high quality of 
services amongst the costumers. 
2.Obtaining an adequate rate in informatics. 
3.Existence of employees' motivation and the 
managers according to the project  benefits. 
4.Schematization of management  information 
systems (MIS) and effective access to managers' 
required information. 
5.A relative priority of the financial  position of the 
company in comparison with competitors. 
6.Positive financial indicators (indexes) like the 
selling index, the operative benefit , the genuine 
profit. 
7.An adequate growth of the process of financial 
proportions. 
8.Internet utilization. 
9.Youg workforce 
WO SO Opportunities-O 
1.creatingOpen Source.(w2,o8,o7) 
2.executig price estimation to enter the 
software market.(w1,w6,w7,o2,o7,o8,o1,o5,o6) 
3.preparing training courses for 
experts.(w2,w4,o8,o7,o6) 
4.Identifying the rivals in software 
industry.(w5,w8,o9,o7,o8) 
 
1.participating in private and state tenders to 
enter the market.(s1,s2,s5,o1,o2,o8) 
2. producing and rendering the new sketch for 
information 
management.(s9,s8,s4,s3,o2,o3,o10,o6,o8) 
3.rendering budget management and operative 
budget systems.(s3,s5,o4,o5,o10,o9) 
 
1.Government obligation for executing the employees' 
over time rule. 
2.Government emphasis on the growth of technology 
foundations. 
3.Wide spreading electronic government. 
4.Decrease of operations' budget. 
5.Governmental rules execution. 
6.Identifying up-to-date needs of the costumers. 
7.Information security. 
8.Using the technology. 
9.Knowing the competitors. 
10.employing more young workforce in companies. 
WT ST Threats-T 
1.Precise study in IT.(w1,w4,w7,t2t1,t3t5) 
2.Contracting with marketing 
companies.(w1,w6,t1,t5,t6) 
3.making cooperation 
consortiums.(w1,w8,w4,t1,t5,t6,t3) 
1.rendering management soft wares with simple  
usage.(s1,s9,s3,t4) 
2. rendering various productions in base of 
company's' budget.(s1,s4,s5,t1,t5,t6) 
3.Rendering systematic  sketches to improve 
different organizations' prices.(s1,s3,s9,t6,t5,t1) 
4.Nativism and  making production which are 
adapted to customers'' needs.(s1,s3,t3) 
 
1.Increase of inflammation in the country 
2.Brain drain 
3.Market's intense competitive atmosphere  
4.Old managers in most of companies 
5.Decrease of operations' budget 
6.Targeted subsidy plan 
 
Based on SWOT matrix and brainstorm meetings in DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA, SO and WO strategies is 
accepted to plan for future. 
3.2.5. SPACE Matrix: Strategic Position and Action Evaluation (SPACE) Matrix, is another important tool in step 2 
of David’s model. Its four-quadrant framework indicates whether aggressive, conservative, defensive, or competitive 
strategies are most appropriate for a given organization. 
The IFE and EFE matrix elements of DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA should be considered in the development of 
the SPACE Matrix. 
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Table 5: SPACE Matrix-1 
Abbreviation Strategic Position Descriptions R 
CA Competitive Advantage 
Didgah Rayane Sama has reputation in its high quality productions and high rank in informatics and 
nativism because of clean background. 1 
Good knowledge of the whole workforce to financial-informative systems 2 
Existence of employees' motivation and the managers according to the project  benefits 3 
IS Industry Strength 
Positive financial indicators (indexes) like the selling index, the operative benefit, the genuine profit and… 4 
Schematization of management  information systems(MIS) and effective access to managers' required information 5 
FS Financial Strength 
A relative priority of the financial  position of the company in comparison with competitors 6 
An adequate growth of the process of financial proportions 7 
ES 
Environmental 
Stability 
using the latest technology of producing soft ware 8 
Making systems based on Open source and not beingdependent to programmer. 9 
Nativism and  making production which are adapted to customers' needs 10 
According to importance of previous items in this table, score of strategic position are in next table. For FS and IS 
+1 is worst and +6 is best, for ES and CA -1 is best and -6 is worst. 
Table 6: SPACE Matrix-2 
 
Financial Strength Competitive strength Environmental Stability Industry Strength 
item score item score Item score item Score 
6 3.5+  1 2.5-  8 3-  4 4+  
7 4+  2 2-  9 2-  5 5+  
  3 2-  10 1-    
SUM  7.5+   6.5-   6-   9+  
average  3.75  2.17-   2-   4.5+  
 
 
According to numbers in the table: 
X-axis :  IS + CA = +4.5 + (-2.17) = +2.33 
Y-axis :  FS + ES = + 3.75 + (-2) = +1.75 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                               Fig. 3: SPACE Matrix-3 
From the above graph we find that DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA should choose aggressive strategies. 
3.2.6. BCG Matrix: Boston Consulting Group (BCG) Matrix displays the difference between market share and 
industry`s growing rate and it`s formed of four areas as question mark, star, cash cow and dog (David 2011). We 
have observed DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA`s services and production under this matrix. 
Table 7. BCG Matrix -1 
%Growth Rate %Market proportion %Profit Services and productions R 
17 60 25 Financial-administrative automations of   municipalities 1 
12 5 5 Financial-administrative automations of non-municipalities 2 
-5 2 20 Special systems 3 
15 50 40 Municipalities' services and supports 4 
1 5 10 Non-Municipalities' services and supports 5 
100 Total sum 
Aggressive Conservative 
Defensive Competitive 
IS 
FS 
CA 
ES
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According to the table, BCG matrix is formed as: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                              Fig. 4: BCG Matrix-2 
3.2.7. IE Matrix: The Internal-External matrix is made of two aspects that the total number of evaluation matrix of 
internal factors on the X-axis, and the final scores of external factor evaluation matrix are displayed on the Y-axis. 
This matrix includes three main areas that every part of it has its own strategy. Area 1 that includes I, II, IV parts is 
called "grow and build". Area 2 that includes III, V, VII parts is called "hold and maintain". Area3 that includes VI, 
VIII, IX parts is called "harvest or divest" (David, 2011). According to resulted scores in EFE and IFE matrices of 
DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA that were 3.045 and 2.66 ,IE matrix is as following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               Fig. 5: IE Matrix 
3.2.8. Grand Strategy Matrix: The grand strategy matrix evaluates the company: competitive position and market 
growth (David, 2011). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6: Grand Strategy Matrix 
3.2.9. QSPM Matrix: The QSPM matrix is the third level of the David strategy`s model. The QSPM is a tool that let 
the strategies to evaluate the strategies that have been obtained in the third level of David`s model according to the 
main factors rendered in IFE and EFE matrixes. 
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To develop special systems that we can see 
in the diagram it's in the dog area. The 
company should get into the question mark 
area from the dog one by concentrating 
strategies like market penetration, market 
development and co-operating with other 
companies. 
So DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA should 
strategies in "grow and build ". 
By considering the activity of 
DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA, 
the strategy of this company is in 
first row. That means the growth 
of industry in IT is high and the 
competition as well. So the best 
strategy for market development 
market penetration and production 
development. 
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Table 8. QSPM Matrix 
Strategies 
Weight Key Factors 
Developing 
budget 
management and 
operational 
budget systems 
Produce and 
development of 
Open Source 
systems 
Produce and 
development of 
MIS based on 
Web 
TAS AS TAS AS TAS AS 
Opportunities 
0.04 2 0 - 0.08 4 0.02 Government obligation for executing the employees' over time rule. 
0.2 4 0 - 0.2 4 0.05 Government emphasis on the growth of technology  foundations 
0.4 4 0 - 0.3 3 0.1 Governmental rules execution 
0.2 4 0 - 0.1 2 0.05 Decrease of operations' budget 
0.3 3 0.3 3 0.2 2 0.1 Identifying up-to-date needs of the costumers 
0.3 3 0.4 4 0.4 4 0.1 Information security 
0.15 2 0.3 4 0.3 4 0.075 Using the technology 
0.05 1 0.2 4 0.1 2 0.05 Knowing the competitors 
0 - 0.15 2 0 - 0.075 Employing more young workforce in companies 
Threats 
0.18 4 0.09 2 0.135 3 0.045 Increase of inflammation in the country 
0 - 0.18 4 0 - 0.045 Brain drain 
0.345 3 0.115 1 0.46 4 0.115 Market's intense competitive atmosphere 
0.075 3 0 - 0.05 2 0.025 Old managers in most of companies 
0.4 4 0 - 0.2 2 0.1 Decrease of operations' budget 
0.2 4 0 - 0.15 3 0.05 Targeted subsidy plan 
 1.0 Sum weights 
Strengths 
0.6 3 0.4 2 0.8 4 0.2 The high credit of the company because of the good background, experienced experts, high quality of services amongst the costumers 
0.09 1 0.09 1 0.09 1 0.09 Obtaining an adequate rate in informatics 
0.24 3 0.24 3 0.24 3 0.08 Existence of employees' motivation and the managers according to the project  benefits  
0.2 4 0.15 3 0.2 4 0.05 Schematization of management  information systems(MIS) and effective access to managers' required information    
0.12 3 0 - 0.12 3 0.04 A relative priority of the financial  position of the company in comparison with competitors  
0.12 3 0.16 4 0.16 4 0.04 Positive financial indicators (indexes) like the selling index, the operative benefit, the genuine profit 
0.15 3 0.2 4 0.15 3 0.05 An adequate growth of the process of financial proportions   
0 - 0.12 4 0.09 3 0.03 Internet utilization   
0.06 1 0.12 2 0.06 1 0.06 Young workforce   
0.16 2 0.24 3 0.16 2 0.08 Staff training   
Weaknesses 
0.09 3 0.06 2 0.12 4 0.03 marketing  
0 - 0.2 4 0.15 3 0.05  reduction    The growth of  expert workforce 
0 - 0 - 0 - 0.04 Not settling in time the debts 
0.03 1 0.12 4 0.03 1 0.03 Low profit of workforce concerning  nature of  support and services  
0.1 2 0.1 2 0.1 2 0.05 Lack of a system for identifying, behavior classifying and studying, strategies, competitors' weaknesses and strengths 
0.08 4 0.08 4 0.08 4 0.02 marketing  
0.15 3 0.05 1 0.1 2 0.05 To study the market and marketing in the units. There's not a particular system         
0.03 3 0.02 2 0.03 3 0.01 Brand 
5.06 - 4.085 - 5.36 - 1.0 Sum total attractiveness Score 
4. Conclusion: 
This lecture has been formulized and arranged for determining the production part's strategy and rendering the 
DIDGAH RAYANEH SAMA. the QSPM matrix number of obtained appeal by producing and rendering new 
information management sketches based on web is more and concerning factors like increase of internet penetration 
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coefficient and because the electronic government has been wide spread it`s necessary for DIDGAH RAYANEH 
SAMA to develop it`s based on web soft wares. 
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